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Holmes selected to .speak
Recycling plan set in motion
by Lynn Verhoef
One glance at Dr. Arthur F.
Holmes' creueu ttals . would
astound the average, run-of-the-
mill philosopher. not 10 mention
the average college student. Not
only Is he currently philosophy
professor and chairman of the
Department of Phtlosophy at
Wheaton College, but he Is a
widely published author of
works Including such books as
The Idea oj a Christian College
and All Truth Is God's nuth. He
was also National Coordtnator of
the Ethics Across the
Curriculum project of. the
Christian College Coalition In
1985-1988.
But does this qualify him as
this year's Staley Lecturer?
Perhaps. But an even more
convincing qualification Is the
number of Teacher of the Year
awards that he has received in
past years. In 1988 he was rec-
ognized as lllinois Professor of
the Year by the Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education and has twice
received the Teacher of the
Year Award from Wheaton
College. As Jim De Young.
Director of Alumni and Public
Relations, said. 'He Is not Just
a brainy mdtvtdual with a lot of
books to his name." He has
proven hImself not only a
by Shelley Westerhof
Because of the response to the
student petition. Dordt has
started a recycling plan to begtn
Immediately.
There Is already a blue recy-
cling dumpster to the west of the
Commons. "We are asking all
students on the campus to bI1ng
Dordt appears to




Dr. Holmes was named
Illinois Professor of the
Year in 1988.
scholarly tndtvtdual, but an
able communicator to students
as well.
Dr. Holmes is this year's
speaker sponsored by the Staley
Dlsttngulshed Chrtstlan SCholar
Program. a program which pro-
Vides scholarly evangelical
speakers for religious emphasis
at small Christian colleges such
as Dardt. The program has been
In existence since 1967 and Is
based on the conviction that
•...It Is Important that the most
dedicated minds who have the
ablllty to effectively communl-
materials over there," said
Bernie Dewit. head of the
Business Office.
Materials that are acceptable
mclude: plaotlcs- milk Jugs,
liquid soap containers, antifreeze
containers. and things of that
nature, glass- clear glass con-
tainers, paper- newsprint and
cate be placed in contact with work with greater convtcuon and
college students." ,competence in their various dis-
Dordt has its own Staley clpllnes. They're often afraid to
Lecture Series Committee com- tackle the unknown, and we
posed of students and faculty really shouldn't be afraid
members who work to bring one because all truth is God's truth,
speaker to Dordt's campus every wherever it can be found."
year. While students. faculty The Diamond has. of late.
members and community mem- sponsored a variety of editorials
bers profit by these yearly lee- . and columns dealing with the
tures, the purposeIs, accordtng defense of the reformed faith.
to De Young. "to speak to stu- Students may find attendtng Dr.
dents. They are the primary Holmes' lecture tonight an exer-
audience, not the faculty, not clse in the analysis and defense
the community." of their beliefs.
Besfdee speaking at today's When asked why students
chapel on the topic.rl.ookmg For should take the opportunity to
A Job? A Blbllcal View of Work." attend Howerzyl said. '1 chal-
Dr. Holmes spoke this afternoon lenge the students to go hear Dr.
at 3:30 on "How Can These Holmes primarily because he is
Pagans Know So Much?" and a brother in Christ. Ninety per-
wl1l follow up on that subject cent of what Dr. Holmes will say
tonight at 7:30 p.m. In CI60 we wlll be able to agree with
with a lecture entitled. 'How Can wholeheartedly. But. there wl1l
These Christians Know So be times when we may disagree
Little?' with Dr. Holmes, and It Is for
Committee member John that reason that I challenge
Howerzyl predicted that. 'In Dordt students to go hear him. It
regards to his second speech. will be easy to say, 'I disagree
Dr. Holmes will say that we as with that particular statement
Christians know so llttle he made.' but I challenge you to
because we refuse to accept and take it a step further and ask
acknowledge the truth found by yourself why you disagree. what
non-Chrtstlans." are the implications and what is
Dr. John Kok. philosophy pro- It that I do believe on that partlc- .
fessor, echoed this prediction ular subject."
when he said, "[Dr. Holmes]
wants to encourage Christians to
computer paper, and corrugated
cardboard. Things that are not
acceptable include styrofoam,
plastic bags. and milk Jug caps.
glossy paper, colored or Window
glass.
Besides the recycling bins.
there are also boxes for comput-
er paper next to the computers.
We have no definite plans for It
yet, but there is a possible place
that may take It. 'We really
encourage students to cooperate
with this." DeWit said.
"We'redoing qutte a bit for recy-
cling already." DeWit commented.
There is a pellet burner on cam-
pus for cardboard and paper.
WO[ft}Il@[J' ~ ~ ~
It comes whether we
are ready for it or









out of love. RACISM IS NOT
WVING.
I believe that it is high Ume
that Dordt. a Christian institu-
tion, begins to act in a Christian
manner. The problem Is both
institutional and social. Dordt
students must learn to love and
be less self-centered. greedy and
uncaring. This calls for a dras-
Uc change. but a change that is
necessary. Dordt must become a
place where Christianity is
reflected in action as well as in
the course material. Christ must
be the center of everyone's lives.
ahead of friends, ahead of
finances. ahead of marks. ahead
of Christian Reformed
Conservative Calvinism. ahead
of everything! Christ must be
first and foremost in everything.
Give God the glory, instead of
trying to glorifyyourself. Let His
name be praised.
- Phil .rongejan
Blades receive short end of the stick
/
Dear Editor:
The following comments are a
result of the events that
occurred on the opening week-
end of the regular season for the
'Dordt Blades Hockey team. This
reaction is a call for consisten-
cy- consistency among athletic
teams!
But first. we would like to
express our appreciation to the
college for the increased finan-
cial support durtng the past sea-
sons. This has saved us from
much personal expense and
frustration. The support adds
credibility and competitiveness
to the hockey program, for
which we are thankful.
Unfortunately, support goes a
little further than Just the mone-
tary aspect. Last weekend, we
barely arrtved 20 minutes before
.game time In Des Moines. That
certainly wasn't much time to
get dressed, to discuss the game
plan and to warm up. The prob-
lem wasn't that we failed to-leave
early enough, but It "las that we
were stranded on the highway
trying to bleed air from the
diesel bus' fuel line for nearly an
hour. It turned out that work-
study personnel never filled up
the tank the last time the bus
was returned. Maintenance had
also had a good month to get the
broken fuel gauge fixed, but it
Rename
Tothe editor:
Regarding the recent decision
that It will be permitted to name
buildings on campus after cer-
tatn benefactors, I would like to
make a proposal. There is a
,
never got done. It becomes hard
to be competitive when we're
angry, cold and tired and the
game has yet to start.
Secondly, the Blades broke
rule 2 under section A. entitled
Club Membership, of the CSCHL
regulations. "The hockey club
must have an official faculty
advisor who is in the employ-
ment of the Institution as a full
time faculty/staff member."
Through several meetings and
discussions with various faculty
members, we tried our best to
get an advisor, but after that the
responsibl!ity fell on Dordt to
comply to that rule. It's hard to
have a winning record when
teams could win by default since
we've broken rules before we've
left campus.
Upon being cut by a high stick
in the opening game, we opened
our medical box to use the sup-
plies that the P.E. department so
generously gave us: But our
player was forced to play the rest
of the game with an open gash
on his chin because the four or
five-year-old bandages had no
stick to them. The rest of the
medical supplles also looked
several years old and the throw-
backs from the other teams.
Again It is difficult to play with
improper supplies and precau-
tions.
North
Another question that entered
many players' minds was why
the student servtces staff, who
were in Des Moines, could make
it to the soccer game, but not to
our game a couple hours later.
Why not show up for part of the
game and at least show some
interest to Dordt's most active
club. Some of the best support is.
the attendance of fans at a road
game.
Overall, there seems to be an
inconsistency between athletic
programs. Just because we're a
club doesn't mean that we have
lesser needs. Would any varsity
team leave for road trips with
insufficient medical supplles?
Would the volleyball team be
given poorly maintained vehi-
cles. as faculty and students
prevent maintenance from doing
their Job? Would the college
break any rules that a varsity
team must comply with? Has
there ever been a varsity game
with not one faculty/staff per-
sonnel in attendance? We think
not for all these s cenartost
Maybe it's coincidence, yet this
is our first weekend and past
experiences prove otherwise.
Let's be consistent, for the credi-
bility and compeUtiveness of the
hockey team and the rest of
Dordt CollegeI
- The Dordt Blades
Hall?
man here of the administration
whose willingness to help stu-
dents and whose avallablllty to
talk to them has endeared him
to us. His assistance in the
matters of finance has been
invaluable to many of us and for
this reason I humbly suggest
that the guy's dorm be renamed
Howard Hall.
- Sam J. Gesch
F words on campus
Dear Editor, This atUtude Is un-Chrtstlike.
I've been here for three years unbiblical, unchristian. and
now and have found out quite a reeks of prejudice and elitism.
bit about reformed theology. Dare I paraphrase the apostle
Among one of the. most interest- Paul to say, "In Christ there is
tng facts is that we accept the "f no Reformed or Fundamentalist."
word" in movies, plays, music .We seem to be working on the
and l1terature but will not accept "Scythian of barbarian" black.
the other "fword," that is funda- white, inter-racial aspect on
mentalism. Why 'do we tolerate campus. But when we slash
one thing, f- -, which is not very other Christians, we've missed
Christian, and denounce the the Whole point of Christ's love.
other. fundamentalism, which is The only people Christ
obviously Christian? denounced during his stay on
I heard a joke several years earth were-hypocrites and maybe
ago that has kept on coming to a few sinners. Ifwe are to follow
mind this past year. A man goes in His footsteps, we are to love
to Heaven. St. Peter gives him our brothers in the Lord,
the complimentary tour and at whether they are reformed or
one point cautions the man to be not. Love does not include dent-
quiet as they pass a closed door. grating brothers for a different
The man asks why and St. Peter interpretaUon of scripture. If It
responds, "It's the (fill in the does. then let's forget the hea-
blank with the denomlnaUon). thens (they're under common
They think they're the only orres grace) and instead send mission-
here." No one here has ever said arles to our poor, deluded, fun-
that our brothers the fundamen- damentalist brethren who have
taltsts are not goIng to Heaven, <the truth but fall to see It.
but the idea has certainly been In Christian love for Christians
given that they are inferior of all denominations, and in
Christians and may not be as hopes of keeping the Church
well off in Heaven as the unified.
Reformed ChrisUans will be. -SamJ. Gesch
Fallen Magic
Dear editor, trayed htm as a helpless vtcttm
The game of basketball is los- to an evil disease. I believe Magic
ing one of Its greatest players, Johnson has this disease
possibly one of the best of all because he engaged in prornts-
time. For this reason I sorrow. cuous sex.
But Magic Johnson Is not out of Magic says that he has volun-
the game because of an accident. tartly left the Lakers to become a
He is out because he was lrre- spokesman for AIDS awareness.
sponsible. So why the intense Fine. We have a long way to go
amount of media attention? toward educating people about
This case points out a few ""OS and ellminatlng the hate
things wrong in our society. Ftrst and bigotry that is so often asso-
is that the liIe of a sports super- ciated with the disease. But
star Is somehow more valuable Magic's approach is wrong. The
or precious than that of a Junkie. way to avoid AIDS Is not to prac-
The fact that Magic Johnson has tice safe sex, it Is to remain
the HN virus should matter-of- abstinent untl! marriage and
factiy show that beyond natural monogamous thereafter. Until
charisma and athletic talent, that message Is brought out,
Magic Johnson Is human. AIDSwill remain a killer.
Instead, contracting the virus AIDS is a lifestyle disease. We
has changed his status from teach that the way to avoid other
near superhuman athlete to lifestyle diseases, such as heart
martyr-to-be. His near divinity disease, is to avoid the things
hasn't been altered, it has mere- that cause It: smoking, fatty
ly changed genre. And this foods, cholesterol. and lack of
brings me to my second point. exercise. Let's recognize AIDS for
Instead of pointing out that he what It is and begtn to deal with
bas this virus because he acted it as such.
wrongly, the Media has por- -Paul Dalen
More to apologetics
Dear Editor,
I would like to comment on my
last letter to the Diamond on the
topic of apologetics. ApologeUcs
Is the defense of the faith. Most
everyone knows that. I would.
however, like to point out that It
ts not stmply the rational or logi-
cal defense of the faith.
Apologetics Is also a llfestyle
which in itself defends and fights
for the faith. There had been
some concern expressed to me
concerning the rational element
of apologetics, (which is the rea-
son for this missive) so I would
also llke to say that the Holy
Spirit is the key to apologetics.
He is the guide and it is He who
will move in the non-Chrtstian's
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Racism
Youwould fmd it diffi-
cult even to begin an
editorial on racism at
Dordt College. First,
you would expect stu-
dents to understand
what racism is and to
have an understanding
of the horrors by which
it manifests itself. But
most evidently, as an
editor, you would




Believe me, the last
thing you want to do is
insult the students'
intelligence.
So, you might ask,
what's up with an edito-
rial on racism?
Apparently, there is a
fair share of racism on
the campus. This is the
reason why we, as an
editorial board, have
included a number of
opinion pieces reflecting
student concern on the
topic. A number of
recent incidents have
thrown the issue of
racism into the Dordt
spotlight. The Dordt
spotlight, like any spot-
light, is as indifferent as
a summer night's thun-
derstorm. However,
there are always certain
powers who have the
ability to block or direct
the light. One of those
powers, I suppose, is the
Diamond. After a lot of
talk, we decided to go
forward and print the let-
ters and articles which
addressed the issue.
What bothers stu-
dents is the malicious
action which has sprung
forth in the freshman
and You
dorms. No offense to
anyone, but life in North
and East Halls is usual-
ly cheap and carefree. (I
remember my freshman
year and what cable 1V
did to our outlook on
women, studying and
life in general). But
when stories break of
dorm residents burning
cigarette boxes shaped
as crosses outside the
dormitory for every
passing person to see in












dents. The damage they
do to the non-white stu-
dents quite often starts
in closed circles. And
this means, of course,
that what is said in those
circles stays in the cir-
cles. Who knows what's
been said? Although
there are plenty of people
who would openly air
their racism on 1V or in
public, the majority of
those "small incidents"
take place in closed envi-
ronments. At Dordt
College, the "closed cir-
cle" scenario seems to be
the most common.
Of course, this limits
witnesses to few and
allows for both creative
license and bias when it
comes time for the sto-
ries to start floating, At
times, there is nothing
more dangerous than
Discuss your feelings about borot'e refor-




Dordt teaches us to become as com .
petent and broaornnoeo as POSSIOI~.
How~ber, if Dordt is as relormatona'
as it claims, why isn't tnere a g~n~ral
COUTSll oftered in pop music history,
which is what we listen to? Why wont
the music department d~al with this?
Julie Scheffer
FR, ago business
Dordt seems reformational to me
because it encourages students to be
closer to God and keep Him in mind in
ail areas of life. For ago Business, this
means taking the best care of the land.
Todd Bartels
JR, Buad.
Dordt does help us develop a
Chnstian woridvi~w. But one area of
concern is the [Dordt] farm. It is so
high tech, almost so that it's ineffici~nt.
And yet only a f~w stud~nts ever go
there.
creative license and per-
sonal bias. Nonetheless,
the number of stories
and personal testi-
monies, blown up or
not. have prompted this
student newspaper to
investigate the issue in
order that the issue
might be dealt with ..










about the issue to your
friends and enemies.
Please respond to a
truth we would like to
believe does not exist.
- Dirk Schouten with
Jeff Kopaska




thought-provoking issue of the
DIamond. MY'thinking has been
provoked on so many fronts, I
had a tough time limiting my
response to a single writer. But I
did.
David McReynolds' article rein-
forces my belief that we would do
well to stop using the term
Reformed around here.
That doesn't mean that I agree
entirely with you. David. You
suggest that Dordt Is in the busi-
ness of promoting blind accep-
tance. My experience of Dordt
many years ago (ten or_so)Is that
my professors worked hard at
making me think critically aboui
my. their. and society's ideas.
mores. and values. They did.
however. attempt to give me what
their faith, worldview,and expert-
ence told them were the best pos-
sible tools with which to be criti-
cal: the elements of a Reformed
perspective.
Now I've gone and trespassed
on my own prohibition. It 15ter-
ribly difficult to stop using the
"R"word.
Before I stumble over it again,
let me propose an alternative:
reformationaL The problem with
Reformed (or. if you prefer.
reformed) Is illustrated by David's
article. David talks about a
Chlistlan Reformed philosophy. I
submit that there Is no such
thing. There are a number of
"philosophies" to which Christian
Reformed people adhere. either
systematically or Implicitly.
Some of those phllosophies
couldn't even be called Chrtstian,
much less Reformed (oops).
Around here we use the term
RejiJrmed ph1losphymore narrow-
ly. most oten to mean something
like Kuyperlan/DooyweerdJnn phi-
losophy. The trouble Is "that
Reformed is also part of the name
of a denomination (or four) that
"Beef about concert" considered rude,
inappropriate, irresponsible criticism
Dear editor: the music was "depressing" approached the appropriate per-
Although I felt ihe editorial Without explaining which songs sons with hIs grievance, the
submitted concerning the Fall were particularly so, and; then to microphone was for the organist
Festival choral and band con- berate the soloist without dis- accompanying the combined
cert, "Beef About Concert." ceming what about her perfor- concert choir and chorale durtng
October 31 Issue was appropri- mance was so detracting from the finale. Due to no fault of Mr.
ately printed. I feel the attitude the pIece was irresponsible crttl- Grotenhuls, the microphone was
and presentation of the letter by CiSID. not to mention outright not turned on, which was real-
Frank SChippers was lnappropri- rude. Ized during the final song. I
ate. tactless, and disrespectful. The central issue that coo- have hope that such future artl-
Granted. everyone will have a cemed me, however. was how a cles concerning criticism of pre-
different opinion concernIng an college student could have the sentatlons of the arts at Dordt
artistic presentation such as the audacity and gall to tell a college wtIl be presented in a more
Fall Festival. but criticism of professor to "get into the responsible manner.
such an event should be done In nineties." As SChippers would Shelbl Anderson
a constructive manner. To say have found out. if he had Dordt College Chorale Member
people around here belong to. So
when we say "be Reformed."
some people hear us saying "be
Chrtstian Reformed." They don't
realize. maybe we don't realize,
that to be phllosophically
Reformed Is not, necessarily. to
be Christian Reformed or
Protestant Reformed or Reformed
Church (U.S.)...
Maybe a simple semantic
change would help matters. Next
lime you want to say "Reformed,"
say"refonnatlonal" instead. It not
only carrtes less denonunauonal
baggage, it also has more of the
desirable semper reformanda con-
notations.
II
That doesn't answer David's
concern that· at Dordt "a
Christian Reformed philosophy
is presented as the only alterna-
tive for Christians." I don't
believe that statement to be
true, by the way, even if you
substitute reformational for
Christian Reformed. A reforma-
tional phllosophy Is probably
presented as the best alternative
for Christians. Why it ought to
be Is the subject for another let-




with poor parenting in
"The Boys Next Door''''
DearedRor,
I found the recent play "The
Boys Next Door" disturbing.
What disturbed me was the vart-
ety of myths and mIs-information
the play portrayed about persons
with dlsablllties and the people
who a1tempt to assist them. The
most distressing aspect to me
was the association the play
made between the disease of
schizophrenia and poor parent-
ing. Frequently In the early part
of the play the character Barry,
labeled as suffering from
schizophrenia, spoke about his
troubled chlldhood, his neglectful
parents and his delusions of the
"good"father he never had- as if
this was Importan t to know
about him In order to understand
his problems. If the viewer
doubted this connection, the
scene wherein his drunken father
verbally and physically abused
him left no doubt as to what
caused his dilliculties.
The fact is there is no relation-
ship between poor parenting and
schizophrenIa. Schizophrenia
clearly has a biological/genetic
etiology. I have spent ten years
as a social worker working with
persons who suffer from
schizophrenia and their fam1lles.
The burdens these faml1Iesexpe-
rtence and the guilt that they feel
by being blamed for their rela-
tive's tllness is enormous. Much
of my doctoral education was
focused on developing programs
for famlly members, helping to
disabuse them of the notion
(myth) that their inadequacies as
parents contributed to their son
or daughter's illness. To see such
mis-information so graphically
and powerfully displayed was
very painful. It further pains me
to think that when your viewers
encounter families where a per-
son suffers from schizophrenia,
that thts image of parental abuse
is what they will remember. For
all the positive things this play
may have Intended to do in
building bridges, there were In
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Dordt's re-accreditation. This
report may also contain sugges-
tions for improvement.
While here, the team held two
special open forums- one for
students. and the other for fac-
uIty. Their purpose was to get
further insight Into the correla-
tion between Dordt's self-analy-
sis and actuality. They started
off both meetings by asking
"What's the best and worst thing
about Dordt College?"The stu-
dents mentioned location as the
worst aspect. whlle Professor
Koekkoek shared the sentiments
of most faculty members when
he proclaimed. "the size of my
offlce!" Neither group could nail
down one specific "best" aspect,
but Dirk Schouten summed it all
up by saying, "It's a fantastic
colleger'
Although It Is possible for a
college to lose its accreditation,
Dr. Rfbben s assures us that
such cases are "very seldom" and
that Dordt Is In good shape. The
upcoming report may also raise
questions for our own benefit: as
the team members mentioned.
they were "rather impressed"
with how much Dordt has tried
to use the advice given in the last
report. Overall, they "found It to
be a rather exciting and rather
distinct place."
Dordt's future safe and sound
by Jull Keldennan
Both the North Central
Association accreditation team
and Dr. Ribbens, chairman of
Dordt's NCA commltfee appear
pretty confident that Dordt will
remain an accredited college.
During the team's visit
November 4-6, they expressed
great optimism about Dordt's
status, and as Dr. Ribbens stat-
ed, "I don't anticipate anything
but a favorable outcome."
Dordt has been an accredited
four-year college since 1969, as
far as Dr. Ribbens knows.
Usually. an accreditation team
visits a college every ten years to
re-confirm Its standing, although
Dordt'e last visit was eleven
years ago.
The North Central Association
for Colleges and Schools is a
Chicago-based organization
which sends out accreditation
teams to review small, private.
colleges like Dordt In a large
midwestern area. One of its
rules is that a team cannot be
from the same state as the
school it visits. Therefore. the
four team members who came to
Dordt were from Ohio,
Wisconsin, Kansas, and Indiana.
Accreditation Is the "criteria
other schools use to measure
us: Dr. Ribbens explained. In
photo by Jeff oeBo«
Members of the re-accreditation committee met with Dordt's faculty Nov. 4-6
other words, accreditation says
something about a school's qual-
Ity to other colleges, but also to
the public. To prospective stu-
dents and parents, accreditation
says that the Institution Is likely
to exist In the future. In addi-
tion. without accreditation. one's
credits would not transfer if he
or she were to change schools.
Ribbens said, "We take this very
seriously." .
The largest part of the accredi-
tation process occurred long
before the team arrived on cam-
pus. For eighteen months, a
steering committee of several
Entertainment slated for International Day
By Jennifer Dyke
In order to enjoy the cultural
experiences offered, the Foreign
Language Department will pre-
sent their annual International
Day.
On Nov. 18, at 6:30 p.m .. Dr.
John Struyk, along with the var-
Ious advanced foreign language
classes will present to students a
variety of entertainment.
There wUl be group singing In
different languages Including
French, Dutch, Spanish and
German. Students will partici-
pate in a game of scavenger hunt
and the conversation classes will
entertain students with skits.
These skits include a German
rendition of Little Red Riding
Hood, called "Rot kappehen"
and a Dutch performance 'of
"Drie Schuintomboers."
The purpose for havtng
International Day is to draw
attention to foreign language
within the student body, and to
encourage study abroad.
The actlvlty wlll Include
refreshments and should last
untl18:00 p.m. In CI60.
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Carre Join us at ...
Classi Chassi Aerobic Studio
"Where keeping fit is fun. " "
First Visit Always ',<.;CLASS· SCHEDULE
Free! Mon.,Wed., Fri.,8:30 A.M.
Mary Boote
,Sat., 9:00 A.M.
Tues., Thurs., 4:30 P.M.
Certified Instructor Mon., Wed., 5:30 P,M.
(712) 439-2441 3151stAve. NE, Sioux Center, IA
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faculty and staff members
worked on a self-study report
which Included virtually every
aspecl of Dordt College. In fact,
Dr. Rlbbens' Job for the past
year, as chairman of the com-
mittee, was largely work on the
self study. when finished, this
200-page "book" was sent to the
members of the accreditation
team, along with many other
materials, for them to read.
After receiving and reading the
self study report, the team then
visited campus, "to see first-hand
what they saw on paper." To do
so, they toured campus for three
days, Interacting with faculty,
administrators. trustees, and
students. All the observations
were made within the context of
Dordt's stated mission, since the
team members came from a vart-
etYof religious backgrounds. and
could not base their judgments
on their own personal beliefs.
Things apparently looked good,
as Pam Moehring from Mount
Mary College in Milwaukee com-
mented that she saw "a very
strong concurrence between
what I read and what I found."
In about a month, the team will




4 Live Bones Perform
Tuesday
The 4 Live Bones wlll bring
the Dordt College chapel to life
when they perform in concert
on Tuesday, Nov. 19 at 7:30
p.m.
The 4 LiveBones, a trombone
quartel featuring Chuck De
Groat. Lyle Van Ravenswaay,
Steve Vander Berg, and Scott
Van Wyk take pride hi their
chosen name. a pun on the
instruments and a deliberate
contrast to the rock group 2
Live Crew. They take their
theme from Ezekiel 37:5, TO,",r-
ring to God's renewal of a Valley
of dry bones.
The concert, which Is spon-
sored by the Dordt College
music department. will feature a
repertoire of classical, country,
jazz and rock music. They will
also playa musical arrangement
by Van Ravenswaay, quartet
member and music major.
The 4 Live Bones have previ-
ously played for various ban-
quets' birthday surprises and
school assemblles. They plan to
record an album "Bach to the
Beatles" this fall and are hoping
to go on tour during Christmas
break with stops in Pella. Des
Moines, and Chicago. A freewill
offering will be taken during the




The Dordt College Music
Department w1l1welcome guest
tenor Carl Kaiser in a recital on
Sunday, Nov. 17, at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel.
Kaiser, who is associate pro-
fessor of music at Calvin College
In Grand Rapids, Mlch~,received
his master of music degree in
vocal performance from the
Catholic University ofAmerica in
Washington, O.C. Kaiser also
studied in Germany for two
years and then began a 15-year
career as principal lyric tenor in
the opera houses of Lubeck,
Bremarhauen and Krefeld-
Monchengladbach. He has
appeared in more than 30 opera
houses in Europe and was listed
In Who's Who in Opera 1976.
Kaiser returned to the Untted
States In 1977 to join the Calvin
College faculty as associate pro-
fessor of music. Currently he
also serves as adjunct professor
of voice at Indiana University in
South Bend and sings with the
Calvin College Oratorio Society,
the Grand Rapids Symphony
Orchestra and several other
ensembles.
The recital is free and open to
the public.
Van Wyk's works dis-
played
Jacob Van Wyk, a member of
Dordt College faculty, will have
his works on display In the col-
lege art gallery. Nov. 18 through
Dec.20.
The art exhibit will contain
retrospective drawings, litho-
graphic prints and ceramic
work including porcelain and
, stoneware.
The art gallery Is located on
the second level of the chapel
and is open weekdays from 9-5
as well as evenings when activi-
ties are held In the chapel.
There is no admission charge.
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Maintenance finally finishes clearing the remaining
ice off the sidewalks.
by Julie DeBoer
'T:lsthe season. The first
flakes (of the snow variety)
have fallen early this year,
putting a sudden end to any
hope" of a long Indian sum-
mer, or even a warm fall.
Dordt students musi pull
out their sweaters, dig to
the backs of their closets for
warm jackets and winter
coats, and write home to
mom for forgotten gloves
and scarves, hoping she
won't throw in that ugly
wool snow cap that. "got
lost" last year.
Winter is one of the most
difficult transtttons to be
made in the year. Though
the vestiges of summertime
tans fade less quickly than
the tree leaves depart from
their branches, even the
California dreamers must
trade in their shorts for
pants (if not the dreaded
long underwear) to survive
the biting Iowa winter wind.
Other than signalling a
wardrobe change, winter
holds a special meaning for
students. It seems that the
first snow brings with it an
increase In our study work-
load. Everythrngts due at
the same time: no single
test is scheduled on a spe-
cific day, rather, there are
two or three a day or at
least one every day for a
minimum of two days. In
general the pace picks up,
the beat doubles, and sud-
denly the tune of the aca-
demtc world calls for danc-
ing like Standish DeVries!
Yet, winter also holds
hope for relief. Snow sig-
nals vacation.
Thanksgtvtng break is upon
us, and shortly after that
we will be home for the
Christmas holidays. The
key is survival of finals and
the stress they bring.
So, depart from the usual.
Take a little time out. sit
down (in a comfortable
chair for once, not at the
desk), and lighten up for
just a little while. Just for
fun (don't look up a defini-
tion for that word), stop to
smile and enjoy the differ-
ent ways some students
•,
-
...'have bundled up or frozen a love of a cold, white,
to death, as the case may wet substance frequently
be. Also, read on to dlscov- associated with the midwest
er some local favorites in during the months of
the area of winter clothing November, December,
and possibly find common January and February?
grins or gripes concerning Students respond to win-
the snow! ter
We haven't seen any, Kim Dykstra: "I like winter
snowmen yet, but occasion- because of winter sports,
ally campus residents have -cozy nights by the fire and
been spotted in pretty hot cocoa."
snow-covered states. Stacie Tiedeman: "I like
Victims of the abominable winter because it brings
snowman? Or just victim to new activities with It, like
sledding and snowball
fights."
Dan De Boom: "I think it's
very cold right now, but I
like it because I haven't
been experiencing it for too
lang."
Paul DeBoer: "Winter's nice
'cause It's fun to bundle
up."
Sharon Vander Kruk:
"Winter makes me want to
jump In a big, huge snow-
drift,"
Beth Hollander: "I like win-
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Setll Hofmltn cautious/ys/ides down the lowerpor-
tionof.Dordt's own ','million dollar corner" just north-
east oftheclassroom building outside of WestHall.
South of the border
style keeps Sam
Ges::h, left, enclothed
in warmth for the
long walk from the




various types of the
favored outer wear
on campus, From
left to right: a sid
jacket, a lined jean
jacket and a leather
jacket,
..1
Valerie Schlebout: "I like
looking out the window at
winter but I don't like the
cold."
Rick Dykstra: "I don't like
snow. I never see It (at
home]."
Bill Vander Haar: "I hate
walking to class In the
windy cold weather."
Laurie Hekman: "I hate
winter 'cause I'm from
California, and it's warm out
there and cold here, I'm a
very negative person about
winter. I hate wearing jack-
ets most."
Standish De Vries: Thinks
winter is "cold and color-
less,"
Joel Keen: "It's not my
favorite season. I like spring
'cause it's warm and It's
green."
Nikki Van Wyngaarden:
Says that she doesn't like
winter In Iowa."In Iowa, no.
It's too cold."
Kalvln Parman: 'Doesn't like
Winter "too much because
ter because it is cozy In your
room when you're in your
room and It's snowing [and
you have] hot chocolate. I
lIke that."
Mike Wynia: "I (like the






Bruce Medema: "As an
artist I appreciate the aes-
thetic qualities of the winter
wonderland, -
Chuck De Groat: "WInter's
nice 'cause It's white and It
snows."
Julie Bergsma: "I love the
snow because I've never
lived much In snow,"
Jill Van Hofwegen: I like
winter "because we don't
have snow where I live
(Riverside, CAl. and I've
never seen snow fall before."
Je'!.nne Giddings: "I like
Winter, but I hate a really
lowwind chill."
Imy car won't star!. " ' i
Amlr Andrawls: "Winter l
would be nice for one day." i
Tanja Yarboro: "I don't like l
cold weather, but If It's a




snow's good unless you can
ski on It."
Hilde Kievit: "WInter here Is
too long, I love ice skating I
and skIIng; that's good
about winter."
Mike Kool: "I like Winter
back home but not here."
Mark Huyer: "If there were
some ski hills around here I
wouldn't mind It." I
Lynn Verhoef: "[I don't like
wtnt er]: not here, it's too
cold,
What have you been anx-
louly waiting to pull out of,
the closet once the snow I
fell? Do you have a favorite ,
piece of winter clothing?
Jeanne Giddings: "My
sweaters and my flannel
sheets." . t
Valerie Schlebout: "Jeanne's i
sweaters," I
Joylene Guillaume: "I lIkemy
red glovesand scarf."
Rick Dykstra: "I don't wear !
anything dilIerent than I do In j
summer." I
Paul DeBoer: "Turtlenecks." t
Standish De'r"Vries: "Wooi i'sweaters." i_;ill)". Sharon Vander \

































Jill Van Hofwegen: "My
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Guilt, coffee, and DDT
I've been feeUng really guilty
lately. I went to The Boys Next
Door and felt gullty for not betng
a social worker. I saw the movie
Romero and felt guUty for not
doing something about the situ-
ation In Latin America. We just
had World Hunger Week In the
CRC and I felt gullty about my
own eating habits and for not
giving more for the hungry. Then
Rev. wetdenaar's morning ser-
mon struck me like a leftover
Latin American tortilla. His point
was that.. it Is not my responsi-
bility to solve the all the world's
problems.
Solving the world's problems
Is beyond the scope of any single
human being. with the possible
exception of Dirk Schouten. In
other words. no one person can
tackle all the problems. When
people try. they get burned out
and end up working at travel
agencIes.
This doesn't mean we're to
Ignore the problems and live
ytppy-sklppy l!ves in quiet. prob-
lem-free places.
My suggestion Is this: decide
on one problem area and stick
with it. Decide that In your few
years here on earth you're going
to make a difference with the sit-
uation of the homeless. Or the
sick. Or those In prtson. (Sound
famlllarl)
You'll get nothing done if you
allow yourself to be swamped by
the scope of problems the world
has. You could get a group of
friends together and sit around
for days, ..drinking coffee laced
with DDT (studies show 5()OAJ of
our imported coffee is, since It's
not illegal to make DDT and sell
It to other countrtes). picked by
workers for three cents an hour,
and bewall!ng the state of the
world and end up with nothing
more than a sour taste in our
mouths and a dull feellng of
hopelessness.
The solution is to make a dif-
ference in your area of talent
and/or Interest. If you can write.
there are many in prison who
have nobody with which to cor-
respond, and await your letter.
Senators and elected people
await your letter about the Latin
America situation. If you can
ladle soup and live or will l!ve in
a city, there are many who await
your help. You could get a group
of friends together and sit
around for days. drtnktng freshly
squeezed orange Juice with pulp
from organically grown oranges,
and thinking up ways you could
help.
At Dordt there are excellent
ways to develop skills for your
chosen way of making a differ-
ence. AMOR (A Missions
Outreach) sends students to do
volunteer work in Mexico or the
Dominican Republic. The
Community Outreach Program
supplies diverse opportunities to
volunteer. PLIA (Putting Love
Into Action) sends students to
heln out in five different olaces
during spring break. All these
programs are right here, right
now. All you have to do is act.
I challenge you: spend some
time/in serious thought and
come up with a problem that you
can change. Set some goals.
Wrtte some letters. Pray. Think
of the differences you can make
In a llfetlme. Think of the differ-
ence we can"make.
-John K. VanDyk
THE PIZZA RANCH·,..-------------.,with this coupon
:..b.~..R.~"~J.~.~_~~~.~~.~·:
I Expires 12-5-91 THEPIZZA RANCH I




Fri. - Sat .
Hours:
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
11 a.m, - midnight
Observations
with Paulus Vander Kreek
From all my lame deJeats and
ohI much more
From all the victories that I
seemed to score
From cleverness shot forth on
Thy behalf
At which, while angels weep.
the audience laugh;
From all my prooJs oJThy
divintty,
Thou. who wouldst gtve no sign.
deliver me.
Thoughts are but coins. Let me
not trust. instead
Of Tuee. their thin-worm Image
oJThy head.
From all my thoughts, even from
my thoughts of'tnee.
o thouJair Silence, JaIL and set
mefree.
Lord of the narrow gate and the
needle's eye,
Take from me all my trumpery
lest I die.
- The Apologist's Evenlng
Prayer
Apologetics
In the last issue of the
Diamond there were some
discussions about the need for
a course on apologetics.
Although I am not sure whether
just a course would address the
root of the problem. I'was
delighted to read the several
articles and letters addressing
the topic, and would like to
encourage our students to
think and consider very
sertously challenging the
professors in all disciplines to
integrate the debate in each
individual subject matter. and
also through informal debates,
and club meetings (where
education happens at its best-
for the better or for the worse-
in an open environment, free
from grades and grieves). Ifwe
are not given an opportunity to
question what we believe, than
agnosticism and indifference
may take over. And in
connection with apologettcs I
would like to make a humble
contrtbullon to the debate by
asking you to reflect on the
following challenging words
compiled from different works
by C.S. Lewis:
Not many years ago when 1
was an atheist, if anyone had
asked me. "Why do you not
believe in God?" my reply would
have nut something like this:
"Look at the universe we live in.
By Jar the greatest part oj it
consists oj empty space.
completely dark and
W1imaginably cold. The bodies
which move in space are so few
offense, intertwtned drtbbUng.
and perspectlva1 throw-in. A
reformational goal isscored
when the ball becomes
enkapted by the intertwined
net. It is so easy to speak
compl!cated, Isn't It? Let us
srnnpllfYourlanguage. ~e
must translate every bit of our
theology into the vernacular.)
Stab of the pen
Now I would like to remind
us all of the Incidents at the
University ofIowa a fortnight
ago. One does not kill only with
a gun, but also with a pen.
Most instructors survive deadly
bullets every semester. Others
are not so lucky. When you
evaluate an instructor
remember that you, too. are
responsible for the educational
process. Instruction does not
occur only during the 45-
minute acting performances.
Have the Integrity to talk to
your instructor face to face
about your difficulties and not
Just walt to the last day of
classes to stab in the back. We
are here to learn together. Next
time I wl1l address the grading
But what about Romans system and what can be done
I :20 ("For the invisible things of to help the development of a
Him from creation of the world healthier educational
are clearly seen ... ")We will environment.
consider the big picture next And taIldng about college
time. But one last word by ~ students, my congratulations to
Lewis before I leave the subject the Diamond. The paper has
of apologetics: really improved. But remember
when wrtting to be careful to
express your mind with respect
and proper words. Here another
advice from Lewis: "Smart ltttle
wrtters pick up words briskly:
but only as a Jackdaw picks up
beads and glass."
Greatest enemy in the West
I promise I will not use the
"D-word" anymore. I just want
to say, once for all, that Iam
convinced that Chrtstlanlty's
greatest enemy In the aIlluent
West Is not any other distorted
transcendental worldvtew, but
secularism, expressed by our
llfestyle. And to back up my
suspicions. Lewis again:
and small in compartson with
the space itself that even if
every one of them were krwwn
to be crowded as.fiJl1as tt could
hold with perJect creatures, it
would stU!be d!ffkult to believe
that life and happiness were
more than a byproduct to the
power that made the universe.
What do we see if we look
right at our world? We see an
astonishing cataract of bears.
babies, and bananas: this
Immoderate deluge oj atoms,
orchids, oranges, cancers,
canaries. fleas, gases, tornados
and toads. What sort oj attitude
is appropriate Jor a human
being eonjrOntiitg this situation?
We are to offer nature neither
worship nor contempt.
At all times, then. an
inJerencefrom the course oj
events in this world to the
goodness and wisdom oj the
Creator would have been
equally preposterous: and it
was never made. Religion [and
Jaith} has a dYferent origin.
I have JountJ.that nothing is
more dangerous to one's faith
than the work oj an apolnglst.
No doctrine oJFaith seems to me
so unreal as the one that I have
Just success.fiJlly deJended in
public debate. For a moment •.
you see, it has seemed to rest
on oneself: as a result, when
you go away from that debate, it
seems no stronger than that
weak pillar. That is why we
apolngtsts take our lives in our
hands and can be saved only by
Jailing back continually from the
web oj our arguments, as from
our intellectual encounters, into
the Reality-from Christian
apolngetics into Christ Himself.
That is why we need one
another's continual help-




apologetics to sports. I am
preparing a dictionary of
reformational soccer. Among
the terms I have so far been"
able to define are: serviceable
inside (not off-sIde). integrated
Christ says. "GiveMeAll. "I
don't want so much of your time
and so much oj your work: I
want YOlL I have not come to
torment your natural self. but to
k1ll it. No ha!fmeasures are any
good. I don't want to cut oj[ a
branch here and there, I want
the whole tree down ...hand over
the natural self. .. the whole
outfit. I wUIgive you a new self
instead. InJact, I will give you
Myself; my own will shall
become yours.
.
Tuesday night all you can eat buffet 5:00-7:30
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Look for US ilcunew
location ilcentre PM!
232 North Main Ave. Located just south of Rrst Naffonal Bank







to the phrase 'Big
League,'"
+Dr. Schaap, to his
American Literature
class.
"I'm not lost, 1
just don't know
exactly where I am
right now,"
('Glen Nydam, taking a
different route back to
Dordt after a weekend
at home.
"It's not my fault
I'm not Dutch,"
(·Shelbi Anderson
"If you had six















"When I'm old I'll







"I was sitting in
the middle of a cup
of coffee when ... "









, for a one-act play.
"She's 84 years

















that if that's all
you're good at."
':'Carol Siomp, on the
subject of girls get-
ting married and hav-
ing kids immediately
after high school.
"If you ever feel
gUilty about pro-
crastinating, just




dent, trying to get his
homework done.
"It's not as fun
talking to guys on
the phone,"
':-Matt Beimers, tryi ng
















- - - - - - ~ "If you'll print
ICoupon good through December 15, 1991 lou t the bolt 0 m 0 f
• page 11 I'll give
50 ¢ you Sioux Center"off I ':'Matt Beimers, toDavid Mahaffy at 2:45Ia.m. on PUB night.
Orea Blizzard" I Th.nk. for your con-
Flavor Treat (16 oz.) Ir~.
Offergood at participa~ng Dairy Quee~ stores.Lim~1 itemperl
cnecn and 1 coupon per customer per yis~. Redeemable only onI
items selling at regular price. This COl4Kl" 001 redeemable with any
other CO\4Xlnoffer. This offer void in any state or locality prohtliting
Of regulating these coupons. Consumer must pay any sales tax
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Tough road finished for women
\
by Matthew Helme ..
"Frtendshtp,": said Coach De
Stigler,"makes it all worth it."
What De Stigter Is talking
about Is how the women's volley-
ball team has transformed their
off-court friendships into a sue-
cessfull on-court community of
players, The friendships that are
formed, according to De Stigler,
"make it that much more special
for the girls,"
Going into the season, De
Stlgter knew she would have a
tough year because all the fresh-
men would have to adjust to col-
lege ball. The women's coach,
finishing her third year with the
team. noted that she gave out
seven first year awards this year.
The team's 17-14 NAJArecord
(17-18 overall) showed De Stigler
that the team came a long way
this season. "If you would have
asked me if we would have fin-
Ished at .500 (winning percent-
age) I wouldn't have been so
sure, " said De Stigler.
Sophomore Laura Vander Zee
also attributes the teams suc-
cess to the play of the freshmen.
"Theydidn't even play like fresh-
men," she said. in reference to
how the first -year players devel-
oped as the year went on.
photo by o.n MenrMIgII
Wendy Shiebout and Laura VanderZee prepare for Briar Cliff during the playoffs
De Stlgter said Itwas tough for
the team, with all the injuries
that came at the same time as
the tough competition, but she
contributes those early season
matches against tough teams as
one reason why the team found
success on the court. -We played
Augustana. Southwest State.
Mooreheade State, all top 20
teams, and It really helped us
improve."
Annetta de Jong says those
early road trips and tough com-
petition helped out a lot more
than just strong play. "You live
so close to your team, you do
things with them, the friend-
ships really made it easier: said
de Jong.
Although the team had trouble
getting out of the blocks, many
of the players look to one point
in the season where they proved
that they could play with any-
body. "Briar Cliff really showed
us we could play together: said
Vander Zee,
Coach De Stigler also saw the
Marycrest Tourney as a time
Blades seek new edge Basketball on the way
by Matthew Helmers the weekend's loss. "Basically, I
i The Dordt Blades knew they made the mistake of assuming
were In for a long weekend when that the players who made the
the bus they took to Des Moines team knew what they were doing
ran out of gas. It was just the and where they were playing."
beginning of what proved to be, Mlnderhoud pointed out that his
as senior Greg Vander Top said, team rarely put three passes
"a learning experience for the together without being knocked
whole team." down or having the puck stolen
The Drake Bulldogs are the from right under their sticks.
Blades oldest rivals. The 'Dogs On Saturday afternoon the
have won the majority of the Blades came out to play- for one
contests by commanding scores. period. The team skated with the
This past weekend's series Bulldogs for the opening period
showed that. the Blades have a but couldn't keep up the pace In
lot of work to do In order to the last two. After being down 2-
defeat their oldest nemesis. 1 after the first period, Drake
in Friday night's contest the caught fire and romped to a 13-4
Blades were defeated soundly by Victory. Andy Dykstra and
a score of 12-2. The Bulldogs, Mlnderhoud together netted five
having played five games this of the six goals scored In the
season, came out hitting hard weekend series. .
and capitalized on Dordt's small Returning sophomores Ron
size. They continually beat Dordt Verbeek and Ernie Termors-
to the comers and outmuscled huizen are cautiously optimistic
them to the puck. The team's for the team's upcoming South
youth could be seen In their Inef- Dakota game. "If there was a
fectlve passing and awkward bright spot to the weekend it's
positioning. . the fact that at least our team
Assistant captain Roger Ewald has now gained expertence. We'll
said, "Itwas our first game of the be able to use that in our next
season and along with the fact game," Verbeek noted. Vander
we were missing some key play- Top said the South Dakota team
ers, we were having difficulty "is a lot closer to our level of
putting a conetstent passing play, and It's always fun playing
game together." them because it's so rough."
Player-coach Ed Minderhoud The two teams will square off
was more open as to reasons for on November22 and 23.
by Pam De Boer
The Lady Defenders have not
even played a game yet this sea-
son but are already ranked #20
in the NAJA DiVIsionII. This pre-
season poll reflects the opinions
. of the coaches from around the
nation. Is this a sign of great
things to come? Coach Rhoda
and the basketball team hope so.
"I don't feel any real pressure:
Coach Rhoda replied when
asked about the national rank-
ing. "It's nice recognition for
women's athletics here at Dordt,
but I'm afraid it doesn't put any
points on the scoreboard for us."
The ranking is based primarily
on the success of last year's 20-
win season. This year's tearnhas
three seniors and four sopho-
mores back from last year. but
still must prove itself as a win-
ning team.
"It's an incentive to play the
best we can: said four-year vet-
eran Jill Bousema. "But we have
to make sure the national rank-
ing doesn't go to our heads and
stlll play tough one game at a
time:
The team has been practicing
for four weeks already. Two
weeks ago Dordt scrimmaged
Teikyo-Westmar at home and
last FrIday night met Sioux Falls
College, also at home. Coach
Rhoda saw a marked improve-
ment from the first scrimmage to
the second. Defensive play
improved and unofficial stats
showed Dordt with 25 offensive
rebounds after two 20-minute
penods.
On Monday fivevolleyball play-
ers joined the nine women
already out for the team. By
Wednesday the coaching staff
hoped to have the I3-member
roster finalized.
This Saturday the Lady
Defenders wl1l meet their first
opponents of the season in Des
Moines. Grandview could be a
very tough opener. They made
the Distlict 15 play-offs last year
and this year elected to be an
NAJA DMsion I team. This means
they have more monies for ath-
letic scholarships and theoreti-
cally higher-quality players.
Dordt hopes to prove that theory
wrong in their afternoon contest.
"Peopleare expecting us to be
a successful team this year,"
commented senior Lou Ann
Bolkema, rellectlng the feelings
of the whole team. "I hope we
can live up to those expecta-
tions."
when the team played some of
their best ball of the season,
"That tournament was the first
one Dordt has won in three
years: said De Sttgter.rand It
really was the high point of the
season,"
When De Stigler looked hack
at the individual achievements
over the past season it was easy
to pick out the team's dominant
players. "Stephanie Bleyenburg,"
she noted Without hesitation,
"had a great season. She really
had a strong season all around.
Chrtstte Kramer was the biggest
surprise, and Laura Vander zee
had to be strong because we
play the middle a lot and that
requires more precision fromour
. seller. Joell Koolma probably
played the best ball of her
career. She hit harder than I
have ever seen her hit before."
De Stigler was also happy with
the play of the freshmen. The
thing that Impressed her the
most about the young players
was the fact that they "came
with great fundamentals.'
The Lady Defenders, who fin-
Ished off their season last week-
end against Briar Cliff, have a
solid foundation on which to
bulld for next year. .
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The Dordt soccer team fin-
ished their season Ihis past
weekend. Last Thursday the
Defenders headed to Des Moines
for distrtct finals. They woke up
Friday to a soccer field covered
in five inches of snow but were
determtned to play hard despite
rough conditions. At 2:00 p.m.
Friday the Dordt soccer squad
faced Marycrest.
Duling the first half the team
played hard and fought to keep
the ball In control. They had
numerous opportunities but
couldn't score.
In the second half. Steve
Walhof passed the ball back to
goalie John Vanderwal who
slipped on the ice. The ball rolled
Into the goat. and Marycrest took
a 1-0 lead. With only twenty-six
seconds left In the second half,
Doug Brouwer drtlled a shot from
the eighteen yard line and scored,
tying the game.••••••••••••Spotts
Comment
by Matt Belmers••••••••••••"Hollander passes to Wubben,
she goes up for two and scores,
the crowd Is going crazy ... "
Although putting the ball In the
hoop Is going to happen often for
the Lady Defenders basketball
team, the crowd going crazy Just
doesn't happen. Being ranked




















The teams Ihen battled oul
two scoreles.s fifteen minute
halves before sudden death play.
Finally, In the second sudden
death section, Chris Hull took a
crisp pass from Dave Vander
Ploeg and scored to give Dordt a
2-1 victory. The game ended up
to be two hours and forty min-
utes long. Along with players
and fans. Coach Van Essen was
ecstatic. "They dug deep In con-
ditions that really tired them
out. and they never gave up for a
second;" he said.
On Saturday, Dordt played its
old nemesis. Grandview College.
Although sore and tired from the
previous game, the team played
with detenninatlon. In the first
half of the game Grandview
pulled ahead with one goal.
With the snow melting, condi-
tions were ~oTSe than Friday's
below zero game. Puddles of Ice
and slush made it hard for play-
ers to control the hall, and this
nation!) one would expect that
they would gain some support.
Being an Ignorant Canadian
and having absolutely no idea
how big basketball was In
Northwest Iowa. I was quite sur-
prised .tc show up to watch
Dordt'e only winning baskethall
team only to find that I was one
of rnaybe...oh, 25 people watch-
Ing. Never mind that the women
won 20 games last season
(dream on, Vanderberg) or that
they have the potential to go to
nationals; the bottom line is
that this community and school,
which prides Itself on being bas-
ketball lovers, comes out to
pholo by Jeff o.Soer
Dordt and Northwestern square off in saturday's
season opener (In basketball, of course).
Dordt VS. Northwestern is here
affected the team's usually
strong passing game. Grand-
view scored three In the second
half. Despite a continued efforl,
Dordt's soccer season came to
an end.
Defense Jim Dirkse, a fourth
year player, said, "Yeah, It was
a disappointing way to end the
season, but we can't Just look at
our last game. The whole sea-
son was lots of fun, and we
played good quality soccer. With
the new freshmen added to a
very similar team from last year.
we improved a lot."
The team appreciated Coach
Van Essen's hard work, and
loved the fan support, especially
this weekend In Des Moines.
"The fans helped the team keep
motivated-it gave them that lit-
tle extra push," said Van Essen.
The soccer team accomplished
a lot this season. Their 17-2
win-loss record is something the
college can be proud of.
HOURS:
by Joel Faber
There are sporting rivalries
across the natton that brtng ou t
record crowds- Duke vs. North
CaroHna in basketball,
Michigan vs. Michigan State In
football, and the Minnesota
Vikings vs. the Chicago Bears.
And this Saturday night, an old
rivalry in 'northwest Iowa will
continue. Dordt College men's
basketball team Is hosting the
Northwestern Red Raiders.
In the 1980's people would
stand in line for hours just to
get a good seat. For some
games. a fan had to be In the
'gym before 5:30 p.m. to avoid
standing. These games proved
their worth. Along with the
excellent basketball and intense
competition, these contests
were usually won or lost by no
more than ten points.
In the last few years, seats
have been a little easier to come
by. But if you planned on
grabbing a decent seat, you still
had to show up around 5:00
p.m.
The last half dozen years saw
the Defenders slump While the
Red Raiders enjoyed Victory.
This year both teams are
pu tt1ng talen ted and experi-
enced players on the court. A
tough, Intense game Is expected
watch amen's team win 400,6of
their games and completely
ignores a team that consistently
puts a winning combination on
the court.
We all want both the men's
and women's teams to do well.
Everyone likes a winner, but in
Sioux Center not everyone sup-
ports a winner. I don't want to
slam the men's program (well, a
little) at the expense of the
women, but the fact is that the
women have a winning team
and should by no means be
Ignored Just because ... well.
because their women, They're
Just aa good.
9:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.
Mon.· Thur.
9:00 a.m .• 11:00 p.m.
Fri. - Sat.
by both the players .and the
coaches.
Rick Vander Berg, in his
eleventh season as the
Defenders head coach, recalls
his most memorable Victory
against the Red Raiders. "It
was the home game In 1989,-
he said, "that was probably the
~eetest victory over NW. We
really were not expected to win
but we came out hard and beat
them pretty good."
When asked about the rtvalry,
senior forward Brian Driesen
satd.Tve only been able to play
two out of the six games against
NW (since his freshman year).
I'm Just looking forward to play-
ing in the game." Driesen was
hindered by a knee injury his
freshman and junior years,
Freshman Dave Van Essen
commented on the legacy. "I
don't really know how big the
rivalry is. I went to all those
past games. but I think you
don't realize how big they are
untll you actually play in a
game.".
On Saturday night the men's
varsity team opens their regular
season against the Northwestern
Red Raiders. The Junior varsity
game starts at 5:30 and the var-




Wanted: I am looking for a responsible person
to baby sit my newborn second semester. If
you are interested call Sarah Vande Voort 722-
3872. Pay Is good! Call between 4 p.rn. and
7p.m.
After 5 p.m. '
($5 minimum order)
NEED YOUR PAPERS TYPED?
I'll type them for you. The rates are good-
only $1 per page. In addition you get FREE
spell-checking and near-letter quality type.
Special rates for reruns and extra copies.
Call x6731 & ask tor David Mahaffy or rome
to North Hall 131.
Hey, be a real fan-don't be
.dull. Buy the new Blades jer-
seys on sale starting Monday,
Nov. 18. Home or away avail-
able. With number, $35;
name & number, $38.
DORDY COLLEGE DIAMOND
NOVEMBER 14, 1991•r2 OprNION
Nigger: at Dordt?
We at Dordt cannot keep hid-
ing certain issues under the
table. It Is time we all realize
there 15 a cancer in our commu-
nity: racism,
Racism Is foreign to me; 11
blows my mind. I am proud of
being black, and being black
does not make me Inferior by
any means. As an RA. I had to
go through a lot of unnecessary
pressure just because I am not
whtte. I was called "nigger" to
my face. Iwas told that I am not
Dr. Hulst, but that I am black,
and that I therefore have no
authortty to assert discipline.
I heard that people were burn-
Ing a cigarette box, symbollzlng
a cross, outside a residence hall
the night 1 was In police cus-
tody. This was accompanied by
racial rematks such as, "We've
got the black man down at last"
and "We are going .to hang a
black man."
Tell me folks, are these Just
Jokes? You can get kllled for
calling a black man "nigger" In
some cities. Racist attitudes do
exist at Dordt College, and hid-
tng them to make the campus
look good Is not going to help.
People have to rea11ze that God
made us all ractaIly equal, and
racism has no place.
If I were racist, as some people
claim. Iwould not have come to
a dominantly white school; I
would have gone to a black col-
lege. I accept everybody here; I
don't and will never have color
problems. I think 11Is dumb.
Also, to accuse me of being
reluctant to Integrate Is like
looking at water, knowing It Is
water, and calling It fire. I have
tried and I've gone far beyond
the normal, -HU" The acceptance
of mInortty students at Dordt Is
low. very low. It seems as if you
have to be white and Dutch
before you are fully accepted. In
most cases we are accepted only
at an arm's length.
Finally. concerning our
Christian commitment, we all
have a long way to go.
Chrtstlanlty Is more than going
to church. It Is a way of life
which Includes full acceptance
and love for your brother
whether he Is black, white. blue,
or pink, and not looking down
on him. We need to rea11zethat
racism Is from hell and If it Is
manifested In your life In any
shape or form you need to talk
to God about It.
I believe it Is time we leave
thts black and white crap for the
birds. Let them fight over colors.
We are all humans, so let's live
and enjoy each other.
Ifwe are Chrtstlans antlctpat-
Ing to spend eternity With God,
we had better be ready for cul-
ture shock. Heaven is going to
be}a melting pot. Saints from
every race will be there. This will
show how dumb we've all been.
Please don't get me wrong: not
everybody at Dordt Is racist. But
we do have a cancer in our com-
munity.
Is Image Everything?
this one. Many of us choose to
attain a good self-Image through
the clothes we wear. We impress
the girls by shopping tn the Gap.
I've done this too. Still, others of
us choose the athlete image,
spending countless hours trying
to "be like Mike". Deep down we
sense our inadequacy and realize
our acceptance will be based on
how we look.
Of course, Iwould not want
to say that these categories are
specific to only guys or only girls.
These are Just a few examples of
our obsession with appearance.
We also rea11zethat we are gullty
of trytng to drink our problems
away at times. Our obsession
with image seems to decrease
when we are "a little happy."
But, the point stands: we are
struggling with problems of Iden-
tity and self-Image. What comes
next?
It's easy to define a problem,
but It's difficult to resolve It.
Being a philosophy major: I
plead ignorance to the wisdom
conveyed in many of our upper
level psychology courses. But
sources close to me say they
don't have all the answers either.
I am len With one option. I'm
going to try to cut thIs Image
thing. I'm going to try to accept
people for who they are tn hopes
of being accepted myself. I'm not
really unhappy with where I am.
But I know others look at me
and wonder why I try to convey
an Image, through the clothes I
wear, or the Jokes I try to crack,
or the "Practically Reformed"
articles Iwrite. So this Is'where
the rubber meets the road. I
don't want to see a problem like
this at my college. Idon't want to
see the gIrls I know struggle with
eating problems. I don't want
people to worry about what their
butts look like In the mirror. So
I'll do what I can-starting with
me.
If you are struggling with self-
Image, put everything aside and
deal With It. Share your prob-
lems with a friend. God knows I
treasure a few special people for
these things. It a cliche' to say
we are in this together. But
remember, the only ones who
can put an end to Andre Agassi's
madness are you and me.
Let's not let Dordt College be a
place where we have to look good
to be accepted. It's not only un-
bfbhcal. but 11Is senseless. It
makes us more concerned about
being clothed In the armor of
NlKE, rather than 'lhe armor of
the one who judges our hearts
rather than our looks-Jesus
Chrtst.
WE HOLD A COMMON
TRUTH
A TRUTH WE CAN'T
DENY
NO MATIER WHAT WE
HAVE BEEN TOLD
THIS TRUTH WE CAN'T
CHANGE
GOD MADE US ALL
EQUAL
AND WHETHER YOU
LIKE IT OR NOT, EVERY
MAN




EARTH, WE WERE ALL
BORN.
-T.R,
" Image 10 Imlrytb1llg •
. Andre Agassi
O.K.. so I didn't start orr say-
tng "Life Is relrgtont" But let me
throw a curve ball In this great
game Abraham Kuyper called
"the contest of faith" and venture
an observation or two. Perhaps
Agassfs quote Is more descrtp-
tive of our mlndset here at
Dordt. Perhaps we'd rather "be
like Mike" rather than beIng you
and me. And Just maybe, It's
affecting us deep down Inside,
where only Ood can see.
I'm not a psychology major.
but I know when people are
hurting and struggUng. And
many of us are. Coming out of
high school we thought the
obsession with image and
appearance would diminish-
that we'd be able to be ourselves.
But we still find ourselves beIng
late to class for the same old rea-
sons: I was blow drying my hair;
the shower was taken: I wore
that sweater last week; I didn't
know whether to tuck in my
shirt or leave it out: those pants
didn't make my butt look good.
We choose our appearance
based on where we'll be and who
we'll see.
ThIs struggle with self Image
may not be clear to everyone-
especially those confident wtth
their image. But many of us
seniors have experienced
feelings of Inadequacy and lack
of confidence throughout the
years we've been here. In fact,
many of us have promoted this
problem of Image by chcosrng
frtends based on their looks and
styles. The very reason we feel
inadequate is because we know
there Is a tendency for people to
judge us on appearance-
because we've done it ourselves.
How has this problem manifest-
ed t!sell?A fewyears ago a survey
done at Dordt revealed that
around 3/4 of our female student
body admitted eating disorders of
some kind. Concerned with their
self-image, many of our females
chose to shed a few pounds in
hopes of feeling better about
themselves, and being accepted
by others. It's still happening. and
it's dangerous.
Guys, on the other hand,
choose to compete for accep-
tance. The male ego manifests
itself in many ways. Some of us
choose to body-bulld, not Just for
tone, but for the Terminator
look. This w1l1 Impress the
babes. Others of us choose to
out wit our friends, developing
the comedian image. I've tried
My special appreciation to my
ex-wing mates In North Hall
Third Floor West. You are a
bunch of great guys. Thanks for
loving and accepting me and to
my friends who have been sup-
portive. Love and God bless.
- Thomas Wova Rogers
Discrimination at Dordt?
Attempt at equality goes_too far to create a "politcally correct" faculty
by David Mahaffy
As I was paging through a
recent issue of the Banner, I
noticed an ad from Dordt
College, advertising for several
different staff positions. Out of
curtousity, I sklmmed the ad. At
the bottom I noticed this short
statement: "Dordt College
strongly encourages applications
from women, minorities, and
disabled persons." As I reflected
on this attempt at equality, I
wondered if it wasn't really a
step in the wrong direction.
Statements like the one above
are often seen in job advertise-
ments, and little or no fuss is
raised about them. I wonder
what would happen If the state-
ment were changed to read,
"Healthy. white males are
encouraged to apply." My guess
is many people would immedi-
ately CI)', "sexist!" or, "raclstl"
If encouraging healthy. wh1le
males to apply Is discrtminating
against women, mtnortttes, and
the handicapped, then doesn't
w1ll) male, many scholarshtps
were closed to me- and closed to
many other people like me. How •
can we call this equality? I think
It would be much better to set
the same standards for every-
one, instead of granting a minor-
ity group special favors because
it is a minority. Favoring a cer-
tain group over another, or treat-
ing one group as more "special"
is wrong and is something to be
avolded- whether that group Is a
mlnortty or not.
But now. looking back at the
wording of the advertisement. I
wonder; does this mean that
Dordt would hire someone
belonging to these special cate-
gories even if that person was
not the most qual1fied applicant?
Do we as students want to be
. Instructed by a faculty that has
been chosen for Its "politically
correct" makeup or by a faculty
that Is the best Dordt can find.
regardless of race, sex or handi-
caps?
encouraging women, minorities
and the handicapped to apply
discriminate against your aver-
age, white male?
• A statement that would be
much, more fair to everyone
involved could say something
like, -Dordt College Is an equal
opportunity employer and
encourages people to apply
regardless of race, sex or disabil-
tty."
I'm not trying to say that our
society- or even Dordt College-
is free of racist or sexist tenden-
cies. Some problems still exist in
these areas- I'm not denying
that. While we have to work to
resolve those problems, we have
to avoid going too far in the
other direction.
For example, when Iwas look-
tng Into obtaining scholarships
and grants before coming to
Dordt, I noticed that I could
have applied for about twice as
many had I been a female or a
racial mlnortty. Since I was Just
an average, white (Dutch, tf you
